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T

RINITY COLLEGE is nearly a century old. We count
·
its life from the date of the granting of the charter on
the 14th day of May in the year 1823. The class which will
enter here next fall will be the class of 1920, and one full
college generation after that will cary us past the centennial
commemoration, towards which we are already looking.

I.
The plan for establishing a second College in Connecticut was in men's minds when Yale was younger than we are
today . There were academies that prepared young men for
professional studies , and one in particular, founded in Cheshire
in 1792, of which it was hoped that it would become a college ;
but it could not obtain a college charter from the legislature.
At last , to the joy of many good people , the charter of Washington College- for so it was named- was granted on the
date mentioned above. It began its work on the 23d day ·of
September, 1824, when : nine students- one senior, one
sophomore, six fre·s hmen , and one special student- were
admitted. Two buildings -of brown stone, having the unadorned dignity of the academic structures of that day,
were erected on a 'site described as about a mile from · the
city; one of them, designed .by Professor S. F. B. Morse,
inventor of the telegraph , contained the chapel, the library ,
··and the museum , with laboratories and lecture-rooms; the
other , designed by Solomon Willard , architect of Bunker
Hill Monument, provided rooms for .about on hundred
students.
The first President was the Rt. Rev. Thomas Church
Brownell , a graduate of Union College in 1804, who had been
professor of Chemistry in that institution and since 1819
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Buildings of Washington (now Trinity) College o n the old si te

Bishop of Connecticut; he will always be honored as the
founder of Trinity College. With him were associated as
professor of belles lettres and oratory Dr. George Washington
Doane, Union 1818, afterward Bishop of New Jersey, and
presently as professor of mathematics and natural philosophy
Dr. Horatio Potter, Union 1826, afterwards Bishop of New
York, who (it may be noted) designed the large one-arch
stone bridge which carries Main Street in Hartford over the
Little River; also, Dr. Hector Humphries, Yale 1818, first
as tutor and then as professor of ancient languages, who after
a few years became President of St. John's College in Maryland , with Dr. Frederick Hall as professor of chemistry and
natural science, Dr. Charles Sumner as professor of botany,
and Mr. Horatio Hickok, Yale 1798, as professor of agriculture
and political economy (and he was, by the way , the first
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professor of the last named science in this country). Dr.
Nathaniel Sheldon Wheaton , Yale 1814, was from the first
an active member of the corporation, and made a visit to
England in the interests of the new College , bringing back
some money and some books together with a telescope and
articles of philosophical apparatus , and also (at least in his
mind) the plans for the new edifice of Christ Church , a fine
gothic building with buttresses; he succeeded to the presidency in 1831. The learned Dr. Samuel Farmar Jarvis , Yale
1805 , soon began his work in and for the College under the
title of professor of oriental languages; and his very valuable
library , next largest in the country to that of Harvard College,
was freel y used by the officers and students. In 1833 two
graduates of Union in the class of 1830 entered the faculty :
Dr. Duncan L. Stewart, who taught for twenty-three years

T rini ty College abo ut 1850
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and was professor emeritus for twenty-four years later;
and Dr. Silas Totten, who was President of the College from
183 7 to 1848, and in later years professor in William and Mary
College and chancellor of the University of Iowa. The
longest terms of service rendered by any instructors have
been that of Professor john Brocklesby, Yale 1835 , who was
appointed to the chair of mathematics (with astronomy)
and natural philosophy in 1842, became professor emeritus
in 1882, and died in 1889, and that of Dr. Thomas Ruggles
Pynchon, Trinity 1841 , who was tutor from 1843 to 1847 , and
professor for the fifty years from 1854 to 1904, holding the
office of President also from 1874 to 1883.

II.
On the 23d of September, 1824 , one senior, one sophomore,
six freshmen, and one partial student were admitted members
of the College, and academic work was begun in a building
on Main Street, near the present residence of Professor
McCook, while prayers were attended at a church building
in the neighborhood .
In 1826, an honorary degree was conferred upon a
Scotchman, the saintly Bishop Jolly. The first class to be
graduated ·was that of 1827 , ten young men receiving the
degree of Bachelor of Arts , .t he Commencement exercises
being held in the Center Church. In the next year there
were 87 students in the college , two of whom were resident
graauates and fifteen partial students . The provision for
partial students , that is to say y oung men taking elective
courses from the curriculum without seeking for a degree in
Arts , was almost , if not quite, a new feature in American
education; and an "English diploma" was offered to any one
who should successfully devote not less than two years to such
studies.
The provision made for courses in branches of
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practical science, such as botany and g~ineralogy , was also
notable for that day. In its first twenty years the College
graduated 262 men.
In 1845 , the constitution of the foundation was to some
extent modified and conformed to the usage of the English
universities , and its name was changed to Trinity College;
and three years later its most distinguished Alumnus, the
Rev. Dr. john Williams , '35 , a man who had not as yet
attained thirty-one years of age , was elected President . The
third building of the original plans , providing rooms for nearly
eighty more students, was soon erected; and under President
Williams and his successors the endowment was increased,
the library received valuable access10ns, and the scope. of

Conn ec ticu t Sta te Capi tol
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studies was widened. The second twenty years bring us to
the time of the war between the States; and from its 440
living alumni and 80 undergraduates, Trinity College sent
seventy men- more than one-sixth of her sons of military
age- into the ranks of the Union army.
Within this period President Williams, who had become
assistant Bishop of Connecticut, retired from the presidency
in 1853, having the title of Vice-Chancellor until Bishop
Brownell's death in 1855 and of Chancellor until his own death
in 1899 when the office was discontinued; for three-score
and six years he kept a strong affection for the College and
served it in every way in his power. The Rev. Dr. David
Raynes Goodwin, Bowdoin '32, succeeded him as president
for seven years, a man of great intellectual power and inspiration; then, Dr. Samuel Eliot , Harvard '39 , a polished
scholar and gentleman; and in 1864, the Rev. Dr. John Barrett
Kerfoot , a pupil of Dr. Muhlenberg at College Point, who
had maintained the College of St. james in Maryland through
the dark days of the war, and as President of this College
did much to bring about the harmonious union of the North
and the South in the councils and the organization of the
Episcopal Church. He was soon called to the episcopate,
being elected Bishop of the new Diocese of Pittsburgh; and
the Rev. Dr. Abner jackson, Trinity '37 , was called back from
the presidency of Hobart College to the like office in his own
college, which he had served as tutor and professor for twentyone years after his graduation .
The second period of the history of the College closed ,
less than ten years after the end of the civil war, with the
death of President jackson in 1874. The institution had
lived and grown for fifty years on the site chosen for it at
first , which had indeed increased in beauty , but was beginning
to show itself too small for the needs of its future life. At
just this time, the State of Connecticut decided to build a
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Connecticut State Library

new capitol, and the City of Hartford, which had now become
the sole seat of government, fixed upon the grounds of Trinity
College as the location for the structure. The College found
for itself a new site in a tract of some eighty acres of land, a
mile or more to the southwest of its former home, where a
dyke of trap-rock rising up abruptly on the west boundary,
with ground sloping to the east over unoccupied fields, showed
the attractiveness of natural location and the possibilities
of almost unlimited development upon it. The old site was
sold to the city for the public purpose designed , and the new
site was secured with a part of the purchase money, a considerable amount being reserved for the buildings needed to
carry on the work of the College. President Jackson visited
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England , and
secured the serVIces of a brilliant and eminent arthi teet ,
Mr. Thomas
Burges, who prepared elaborate
plans for three
great quadrangles of academic
buildings on a
larger scale than
had ever been
projected
before , with the
intention
of
erecting at once
what would be
at once needed
and of leaving
for later years
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Main Building

or perhaps a later century the completion of the whole.
It was reserved, however, for the next President , the Rev.
·or. Thomas Ruggles Pynchon , Trinity '41 , already named ,
to break ground for the new structures in 1875 , to have charge
of the removal to the new site in 1878, when two great halls,
one for the public rooms and one for the accommodation of
students, were ready for occupation , and to preside over the
College in its new home for five years. With these events the
Institution entered on the third great chapter of its history.
This third period , already extending over nearly forty
years, has been, in various applications of the word, a time
of building. The work began under President Pynchon's
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Gymnasium

administration and has continued under his successors,
Dr. George Williamson Smith, Hobart ' 57, President from
1883 to 1904, and Dr. Flavel Sweeten Luther, Trinity '70 ,
formerly professor in Racine College and in Kenyon College,
for twenty-one years professor here, and President since 1904.
Northam Towers, bearing the name of the donors, Colonel
Charles H. Northam and his wife, have been built, joining
and crowning with their four pinnacles the tw;o halls in which
life on the new site was begun, and thus completing the west
side- more than six hundred feet in length- of the great
middle quadrangle; the building wpich contains the gymnasium
and Alumni hall has been erected to the northeast, and the
Jarvis laboratories and the Boardman hall of natural history
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to the southeast, of the space assigned to the great quadrangles ; the President's house has been placed near the main
entrance to the grounds ; and but lately the splendid library
and administration building , bearing the name of Bishop
Williams and testifying to the esteem in which he was held
by its donor, Mr. j. Pierpont Morgan , has been joined to
the earlier buildings in a way which indicates a continuance
of the original designs. Of these buildings some a ccount
will be given on a later page.
There has also been much scholastic building in the
elaboration of schemes of instruction and of study, with
large provision of electives corresponding to the demands now
made upon educational institutions, that they may prepare
young men for the service of the Commonwealth in widely
different lines of work, and yet (we hope) with a firm hold
on principles long held and successfully tested : and for this
building, as for the erection of material structures, there are
still unfinished plans and awaited opportunities. And besides ,
there has been great growth not only in the numbers of the
students and the
faculty , but also
in the influence
of the College,
an i n fl u e n c e
which is growing through the
enthusiasm of
alumni and undergraduates ,
and b y their
hearty co-operation both in designing and in
carrying out
P resid en t" s H o use
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plans for increase and betterment, as well as through the
life and labor of those to whom the administration of affairs
is specially committed.
All this had its beginning under President Pynchon and
his immediate successor; but so much of it belongs to the
administration of President Luther, the fourth alumnus to
attain the honor
of the presidency and the
second who has
attained it after
ex tended expenence as a
professor here,
that from the
beginning of his
administration,
now extending
over twelve
years, we may
Faculty House
well date the
fourth period of our College's history. From its eightieth
year he is carrying it towards its centennial.

III.
The charter under which Trinity College has been living
and working for all these years was granted upon the petition
of "sundry inhabitants of the State of Connecticut, of the
denomination of Christians called the Protestant Episcopal
Church", averring that "great advantages would accrue
to the State as well as to the general interests of literature
and science, by establishing within the State another collegiate institution." And in accordance with the wish of the
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Science Buildings

petitioners, the charter contained and still contains the provi~
sion that the ordinances and by-laws of the new College
"shall not ~ake the religious tenets of any person a condition
of admission to any p_rivilege in the said college , and that
no President or Professor or other officer shall be made
ineligible for or by reason of any religious tenet that he may
profess, or be compelled by the by-laws or otherwise to
subscribe to any religious tests whatsoever. " Such is the
formaLrecord of the foundation of Trinity College by churchmen of Co~necticut, with some assistance from without
the State, upon the ground of advantages to the Commonwealth and to the general interests of literature and science,
and upon a policy of religious toleration , which was broad
and unusual in its day. This breadth of plan and purpose
was made evident when a foundation for the pensioning of
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college professors was established in 1905, for it was then
found that Trinity College had anticipated the liberal requirements of that foundation by eighty years, and that
without any change of charter it was entitled to the benefits
of its provisions.
The foundations of this college are seen , then , to be based
on four fundamental propositions: First, that the foundation
w as in perpetuity by adherents of the Episcopal Church;
second , that it was to be to the advantage of the State;
third , that it was intended to advance the general interests
of literature and science; and fourth, that it was to couple
intellectual freedom with religious oversight in education;
or, in other words , to give an education which. should ~either
be cramped by religion nor divorced from it.
In announcing this policy of the blending of educational
freedom with religious environment, which .it has now carried
on for ninety years and more, Trinity College inaugurated a:
policy which commends itself to the judgment of broadminded men. The result has been that Trinity College has
.striven to be loyal to her foundation and statutory plan of
making religion
an aid to education and of
refusing to make
education an
enemy of re ligion . In the
trend of educational
institutions away from
religious influences , which
has taken place
in the last few
D ynamo R oom of D epa rtme n t of Ph ysics
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decades and which has given rise to serious dangers. Trinity
College, with her traditions and environment , was (it is
believed) held to her moorings . But while the College is thus
kept in unofficial but sympathetic touch with its own Church ,
its administration has been on the broad lines provided in its
charter. Of its students to-day , about one-half are communicants of the Episcopal Church , while the other half represent
eleven other communions.
It may further be noted that , while founded b y citizens
of Connecticut with the averment that "great advantages
would result to the State," this small College has been a
patriotic contribution of the Episcopal Church to the nation ,
as will be seen in the fact tha t more than t wenty-five different
states are represented among her n early two hundred and
fifty students- proof in itself of the fact that the college is
filling a widespread field of educational demand . Referring
to those facts of tradition and influence, it has been said of
her: "Within her walls are gathered not so many, but those
she has she draws from as many different sections of our land
as any university. It has been her policy not to confine her
instructors to those who have been trained by her, but in a
broad spirit she
has sought and
kept as Instructors not
only her own
graduates , but
in a large measure gradua tes of
othe r
institutions . In a way
peculiar to herself , Trinit y
College has ,
above other
One o f the C hemical L a bo ra tories
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American Colleges , drawn together within a relatively narrow
compass diverse and different both of students and faculty .
It is this fact , joined to her tradition and environment, which
has enabled her to put the stamp of her peculiar college
motherhood upon her graduates . Here young men , representing widely scattered and different surroundings , trained by
those who have gained their learning under differing systems ,
b y men of no one school but always men of faith , can and
ever will be truly men of real individuality ."

IV.
Turning from the
influence of the College on the student
while he is a student,
the inquiry naturally
anses whether the
s ubsequent work of
Trinity College graduates has justified the
claim of its founders
that from it " great
advanta ges would accrue to the general
int erests of literature
and science. "
Our
reply is that in the
sphere of accomplishment , the result of
Trinity College's educational work is preeminent among American colleges , a s will

M a in E n tra nce Wi lli am s M e m o ria l
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be seen from a study of this list of her graduates from the
foundation to the year 1900. This list , including the names
of all who have attained to the maturity of middle life , shows
that among the graduates there are :
10
3
5
1
7
1
1
12
4

Representatives in Congress,
Men conspicuous in diplomatic service ,
Governors and Lieutenant Governors of states,
Assistant Secretary of the United States Treasury,
Judges of State Courts ,
Federal judge,
State Deputy Attorney-General,
College Presidents ,
Presidents of professional Schools ,

In terior of G y mn asi um
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53
1S
20
1
1
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Professors in Colleges ,
Professors in professional Schools,
Bishops of the Episcopal Church ,
Roman Catholic Archbishop,
Roman Catholic Vicar-General,
S Presidents of Banks and Insurance Companies,
8 Presidents of Railway and Steamship and other great
Companies,
10 Historical Writers ,
S Men eminent in the world of Letters,
4 Technical Authors (Law, Medicine, etc.)
2 Authors of the leading American Dictionaries of Law
and M edicine.
Founder of Public Education (in the Territory and
State of Michiga n.)
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4 distinguished Architects,
4 distinguished Anatomists and Surgeons,
7 Clergymen, other than Bishops, distinguished m
missionary work ,
2 Presidents of the Connecticut Historical Society,
4 Presidents of the Connecticut Medical Society,
From this list it will be seen that of the 1281 men graduated at Trinity College from 1827 to 1890, one out of every
eight has approved himself a man who could render special
service to the community; and the large percentage of the
names of Trinity College men in proportion to the number
of its graduates , to be found in "Who's Who in America,"
shows that her living graduates have also attained efficiency
and honor. We may well expect, therefore, to find in the
future of our College a refutation of the charge that college
education unfits men for the world's work , as from it we can
justify the assertion that the right t y pe of college education
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Library

produces practical results in the work of the world. This
has been justly said to be "a commendable achievement,
and a significant result of Trinity's claim of education and
character-building, in which professors and students are
closely associated in their work in library or class-room or
laboratory."

v.
The College buildings , as has been said, occupy a commanding site on a ridge which bounds on the west the campus
of some eighty acres; to the rear the ground slopes rapidly
in a part of the city's park system, while in front a lawnlike plateau intervenes before the lower level is reached . A
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magnificent view of the two divisions of the valley of the
Connecticut River is thus gained; and there is ample room for
the construction of the whole pile of academic buildings
contemplated in the
FRATERNITY HOUSES
extensive plans of the
original architect; the
present structures
have a completeness
of their own , while
yet they suggest the
possibility of greater
ornamentation
and
usefulness.
Seabury
and Jarvis Halls, the
one, as has been
already noted , contammg the public
Alpha Chi Rho
rooms, including the
temporary Chapel, and a few suites of apartments,
and the other furnishing rooms for about ninety
students, joined by Northam Towers, which also provides
for a good number
of students, stand in
one line against the
sky; at its north end
the stately Williams
Library , among the
last of the public gifts
of Mr. ]. Pierpont
Morgan, dedicated in
1914, begins in its
ample stack-rooms
the west side of a
new quadrangle and
Psi Upsilon
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in its reading-room and its provision for administration
offices the division of the new quadrangle from the old, thus
leading towards the site designed for the great College tower,
through which would be the entrance to the elaborately
planned Chapel which is yet to be built. All these are in the
style of architecture known as early secular French Gothic,
of Portland brown sandstone, freely trimmed with light
Ohio stone.
A small , but well appointed, observatory was built on
the south cam pus in 1884; and near it is the pier, suitably
inscribed , on which stood the heliometer with which the
transit of Venus was observed two years earlier by the astronomers of the Imperial German Commission, the northernmost position occupied by any governmental expedition.
The President's house, on the north campus, near the entrance
to the grounds, was built a little later; and in 1887 and 1888,
. two much needed buildings were added, one on the northeastern slope, 85 by 45 feet in dimension, the gift of the late
Junius S. Morgan of London and others, providing on the
lower level a gymnasium with running-track gallery and
basement, having easy access to the athletic field of nine
acres , and on the upper level the Alumni Hall, adapted for
lectures and receptions and other public uses, in which also
the Commencements are held; and the other, a spacious hall
to the southeast of the college plateau , the gift of George A.
Jarvis of Brooklyn, bearing his name as the Jarvis Laboratories,
devoted to the study of physics and chemistry, containing
lecture-rooms with general and special work-rooms, having full
equipment for all branches of study and experiment. West
of this last mentioned building stands the Boardman Hall of
Natural History , the gift of Mrs . William W. Boardman of
New Haven , containing the museums of biology and geology,
fully equipped with laboratories and classrooms for the
work of those departments , as also for mathematics,
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drawing , civil engineering,

physiology,

and

psychology.

The museums contain a series of the full-size Ward models
of extinct vertebrates , and skeletons or mounted specimens
of modern vertebrates, together with an extensive collection
of invertebrates; a·n herbarium of about two thousand specimens of Connecticut plants; a large variety of rocks and
minerals, including the Caswell collection of some four thousand specimens; and several smaller but valuable collections.
It may be noted here that the new fire-proof Library
building, shelved for 140,000 volumes , now contains over
80,000 volumes , more than three-fourths of which have been
<J.dded since the College was removed to its present site , and
about half in the past twenty years , together with some 50,000
pamphlets. One-tenth part
of the books are accessible
to the students on open
shelves in the Reference
Room ; and the others can
be consulted at any time
on application . To enumerate even the more important of the collections
in the Library , or to call
attention to the m a n y ways
in which it is of serv ice
to professors and students,
would quite exceed the
space here at our disposal. On the upper wall
of the reference room,
which is seated for one
hundred persons , are hung
the portraits of the presidents of the College and
" The B ishop "
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of some of its professors and benefactors. The ground floor
of the east wing of the building is occupied by the administrative officers of the College.
A fine bronze statue of
Bishop Brownell, founder and first President of the College,
of heroic size, the gift of the bishop's son-in-law, Gordon
W . Burnham of Waterbury, stands opposite Northam Towers
at the point intended for the eastern entrance to the great
quadrangle.
VI.
The Missionary Society of the College was founded in
1830; its first president was George Benton, '33. missionary
to Greece and to Crete; from it, largely through the influence
of Augustus Foster Lyde , '30 , came the establishment of the
general missionary society of the Episcopal Church.
A chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa, known as the Beta
of Connecticut (the first Beta in the country), was established
in the College in 1845 by a charter granted to Professor John
Brocklesby, Yale, '35; its first president was Dr. Silas Totten,
Union '30, and the first member admitted by it was Thomas
Ruggles Pynchon , '41. In seventy years it has admitted
398 undergraduate members .
Within easy reach of the College are the Chapter Houses
or Halls of eight Fraternities, fitted up as the homes of their
respective chapters or organizations and in nearly every case
s upplying lodgings and dining-halls for some or all of their
members .
The oldest of these and , after Phi Beta Kappa, one of the
oldest in the country, is the local Fraternity of I. K. A ..
which traces its origin from 1829 ; this and the chapter of
Alpha Delta Phi, which was founded as Phi Kappa in 1835
and passed into the general fraternity in 1877 , as also the Alpha
Chi chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon which dates from 1879,
have houses built expressly for their use on the north side of
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Vernon Stre~t. by which the College is approached from the
city. The chapter of Psi Upsilon , founded as the Order of
Beta Beta in 1842 and incorporated into the general fraternity
in 1880, occupies a mansion on the other side of the street
backing against the athletic field . The Epsilon chapter of

No rth am T o w ers

Delta Psi, established in 1850, has a handsome house of
granite , St. Anthony Hall , on the crest of the hill to the
north of the campus. And the chapters of Phi Gamma Delta
(1893), Alpha Chi Rho (1895) , with its local fraternity of
Sigma Psi (1911) have fitted up houses already standing on a
lower part of the same street. Standing among these are
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several professors ' houses and other residences, the whole
umtmg College and home life in a very attractive way.
Reference must be made to the College Catalogue for
statements as to the requirements for admission, the several
courses of study arranged for twenty-one departments under
eleven groups which give a wide range of electives, the conditions for graduation in course or with honors , the assistance
which can be earned from prizes or obtained through scholarships, and many other matters of interest to intending or
admitted students . But a visit to the College is really needed ,
that one may get an idea of its attractions and gain a little
of its inspiration. Much might be said of the life of the
College and of the student body; of the institutions which
have sprung up or have been introduced here; of the men who
have given of their lives , their influence, or their wealth for the
benefit of the College; of the alumni whose labors and honors
adorn their alma mater; of hopes realized, and new hopes
entertained; of the enduring life to which so many have
contributed, and into which we are ready to welcome those
who come to us with the wish to receive it. But the simple
outline narrative , with a suggestion of that which lies beneath
it , must suffice here and now.
Yet a few words may be added as to the special needs of
the institution , based upon its past success and the possibilities
and demand.s of the present and the future. A few years ago,
from the gifts of a great number of alumni and friends , half
a million dollars was added to its funds; the service rendered
by this amount has made it evident that the College must
immediately ask for a million dollars more , that its available
income may be increased by forty or fifty thousand dollarsnot a large sum in consideration of the growing needs of a
home of wide and sound learning , that it may provide salaries
for its professors corresponding to the value of their services
and the requirements of the times in which we live, and that
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it may in other ways worthily serve this day and generation ,
requiting those who have thus far maintained it. Two
special needs are also urgent now: the one, a spacious Chapel
or College Church , fully fitted for the worship of the academic
body and amply endowed for its maintenance; the other, a
gymnasium, much larger than that which is now in use, more
modern in its appliances, and adapted to more needs of the
students for individual and team work. If a third may be
suggested, it might well be a new block of students' apartments
or Senior Hall , the income from which would readily meet
the cost of maintenance . Surely Trinity College will not wait
long for the supply of her needs; all that is thus invested will
bring forth rich returns which will not be long delayed.

